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	Everything you should know about "going wireless"


	A valuable reality check for the many claims about wireless, Wireless Data For The Enterprise sorts out myth from fact, truth from exaggeration. This guide by George Faigen, Boris Fridman, and Arielle Emmett shows you how your enterprise can extend its knowledge base to encompass mobile workers, customers and suppliers--and make money doing it. .This superb overview of what is currently possible with wireless data – as well as an eye-opening futuristic view of how wireless data will touch every aspect of our lives -- helps you select and implement wireless devices, gateways, and networks to link enterprise assets securely with people using varying mobile devices. You get detailed, step-by-step guidelines on researching and developing wireless pilots, and "blueprints" for selecting middleware and implementing security measures. Case studies of several early Fortune 500 wireless adopters vividly illustrate wireless benefits and pitfalls.
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Professional ASP.NET 2.0 Server Control and Component Development (Wrox Professional Guides)Wrox Press, 2006
The ASP.NET 2.0 Framework introduced web developers to dozens of new server controls and components, and a greatly expanded and easier structure for writing their own server controls and components. Professional ASP.NET 2.0 Server Control and Component Development covers the breadth of server control functionality as well as the rest of the...
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Ajax For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Create Web applications that act like desktop ones
Brush up on JavaScript,® use free Ajax frameworks, and make your sites rock     

What if shoppers at your online store could fill their carts without waiting for multiple page refreshes? What if searches produced instant results on the same page?  With this book you won't have to...
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How to Cheat at Windows System Administration Using Command Line ScriptsSyngress Publishing, 2006
If you want to streamline the administration of your Windows servers and workstations by using command line scripts, this is the book for you! With every new version of Windows, Microsoft attempts to ease administrative tasks by adding more and more layers of graphical user interface (GUI) or configuration wizards (dialog boxes). While these...
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Knowledge Management Systems: Information and Communication Technologies for Knowledge ManagementSpringer, 2007
The transformation of organizations into knowledge-intensive and knowledgeaware organizations takes place at an ever-increasing pace. Knowledge as the key resource, not labor, raw material or capital, changes production functions in organizations significantly. Knowledge represents the key concept to explain the increasing velocity of the...
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Wireless Communication Technologies: New Multimedia SystemsSpringer, 2000
Wireless Communication Technologies: New Multimedia Systems is based on a selection of the best papers presented at the recent International Symposium on Personal, Indoor and Mobile Radio Communications (PIMRC '99). All of the papers have been extended into full chapters, critiqued, and edited into a unified and structured book.  Contributions to...
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Hilbert-CourantSpringer, 1986

	If the life of any 20th century mathematician can be said to be a history of mathematics in his time, it is that of David Hilbert. To the enchanted young mathematicians and physicists who flocked to study with him in Goettingen before and between the World Wars, he seemed mathematics personified, the very air around him"scientifically...
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